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INTRODUCTION

The Standardized Computer Analyses for Licensing Evaluation (SCALE) code system1'2 was

originally conceived and developed in the late 1970s for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

The goal was to provide easy-to-use, yet accurate, analysis capabilities for use in evaluating the

criticality safety, shielding, and heat transfer aspects of transportation packages for radioactive

material. The Criticality Safety Analysis Sequences (CSAS) for SCALE were developed to

"automate" problem-dependent cross-section and material processing prior to execution of the well-

established XSDRNPM or KENO codes for calculation of kcff. The criticaliry analysis sequences

provided in SCALE-4 are summarized in Table I. The SCALE system continues to be maintained

and enhanced by staff of the Computing Applications Division at Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL). The purpose of this paper is to discuss recent work to improve system portability and user

interfaces and to provide information on ongoing work to enhance the analysis capabilities.

SYSTEM PORTABILITY

The basic modules in the SCALE system were originally programmed on IBM mainframes

using FORTRAN IV. Assembler language was used for the system driver and system-dependent

routines in the subroutine library. Since mid-1987, there has been an almost continuous effort to

improve the portability oi this large, modular system. The SCALE-4.0 release (February 1990) can

be compiled and executed on IBM/MVS and Cray/CTSS systems using FORTRAN-77 compilers.

The transition to a UNIX environment began with the release of Version 4.1 (February 1992) that

enables compilation and execution on IBM/MVS and Cray/UNICOS systems. However, with

continuing advances in computing power in smaller computing platforms such as workstations and

personal computers (PC), there has been increased demand for versions of SCALE designed for these

platforms.



Table I
Summary of Criticality Safety Analysis Sequence in SCALE-4

Sequence
identifier

CSASN
CSAS1X
CSASI

CSAS1X

CSAS25
CSAS2X
CSAS4"
CSAS4X*

Functional

BONAMI-S
BONAMI-S
BONAMI-S

BONAMI-S

BONAMI-S
BONAMI-S
BONAMI-S
BONAMI-S

modules executed by the control

NITAWL-S
NITAWL-S
NITAWL-S

NITAWL-S

NITAWL-S
NITAWL-S
NITAWL-S
NITAWL-S

XSDRNPM-S

XSDRNPM-S

XSDRNPM-S

XSDRNPM-S

module

ICES
ICES

KENO V.a
KENO V.a
KENO V.a
KENO V.a

Primary product

Resonance-corrected working library1

XSDRNPM eigenvalue calculation
Resonance-corrected mixed cross-
section libraries
Resonance-corrected cell-weighted
mixed cross-section libraries
KENO V.a k^
KENO V.a krf, using homogenized cell
k^fsearch
krf, search using homogenized cell

•The MODIFY module is used to successively alter the geometry dimensions and search for the requested k.ff
value.

bA "working" library is a problem-dependent cross-section library. The ICE module provides mixed cross-section
libraries that can be input to XSDRNPM, KENO V.a, or MORSE.

Recently, the SCALE-4 source has been modified to create a more universal system that can be

effectively maintained by ORNL and efficiently implemented by users on various computing

platforms. This new SCALE version (designated SCALE-4.2) has been implemented and tested on

the IBM RISC/6000 workstation platform. Availability from the Radiation Shielding Information

Center (RSIC) at ORNL is planned for July 1993.

The modifications and enhancements included in SCALE-4.2 should substantially improve the

portability of SCALE to all types of UNIX workstations. One master FORTRAN source that can

be easily ported to a Cray/UNICOS, IBM/MVS, or UNIX environment will be maintained at ORNL

under quality assurance and configuration control guidelines. System-dependent routines for UNIX

and MVS systems will be similarly maintained. The Cray/UNICOS system-dependent routines will

be made available via RSIC but will not be routinely maintained by ORNL.

The master FORTRAN source maintained by ORNL and provided by RSIC has different

FORTRAN statements where needed to account for different machine types (e.g., 64-bit versus 32-

bit) and, if necessary, for specific machine/operating systems (e.g., IBM/MVS versus Cray/UNICOS).



The required source statements are activated by a conversion program call COMMENT that adds or

deletes comment card specifications based on user-supplied specifications for the computing

environment. This approach allows ORNL to implement configuration control on only one master

source and provides users with a simple, yet flexible, method of implementing the SCALE system on

different types of machines.

A PC version of SCALE-4.2 (i.e., PCSCALE-4.2) will be maintained and released separately

from the mainframe and workstation version. PCSCALE will contain only the CSAS sequences of

Table I plus sonu' limited radiation shielding capability. The Lahey compiler3 has been used to

compile and test PCSCALE on a 486 PC with a 4-MB memory. A 386 PC could also be used to run

PCSCALE. The release of PCSCALE from RSIC is planned for July 1993.

USER INTERFACE

The concept of "easy-to-use" has evolved considerably since the 1970s when card readers were

still in good standing. The CSAS input format and requirements provide a significant improvement

over that needed to prepare individual module input and interface connections. However, by the late

1980s when new SCALE users were familiar with commercial PC software, the SCALE input often

did not appear as attractive as it once had. To update the "easy-to-use" aspect of the system, a full-

screen interactive input processor called OFFSCALE has been developed to serve as a user-friendly

interface to aid novice or occasional users of the criticality safety sequences. The OFFSCALE

program runs on an IBM-compatible PC and features a pull-down menu system that accesses

sophisticated data-entry screens. A parameter description is provided for each field on a screen.

Context-sensitive help messages may also be displayed via a function key. Each message gives a brief

description of the parameter and/or option allowed and, if deemed appropriate, refers to a section

of the SCALE manual1 for more detailed information. OFFSCALE performs extensive error-

checking for each input screen and displays appropriate warning and error messages. The output



from OFFSCALE is a card-image input file that is ready to be submitted for batch-mode execution

of SCALE. Current and future efforts are directed at developing a similar OFFSCALE capability

for improved interactive use on workstations and incorporating visual verification of the geometry

model.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The performance of the SCALE system modules and data libraries have been evaluated by

numerous users at many installations over the past 12 years. Overall, the system has been

demonstrated to be reliable and accurate.14 However, as the system continues to evolve, it has been

important to ensure that the reliability and accuracy is not adversely affected. To meet this objective,

the SCALE project has operated under quality assurance (QA) and configuration management plans

since 19S5. These plans allow for continuous enhancement and development of the system at ORNL,

but provide the documentation needed to demonstrate that changes to the system are properly

formulated, tested, and reviewed prior to implementation and subsequent public release. The QA

activities at ORNL (as part of the SCALE project and separate application projects) allow the

SCALE project staff to be involved in a nearly continuous effort to demonstrate the validity of the

SCALE system as it is enhanced and improved.

Although no major enhancements in the CSAS sequences have been implemented since the

release of SCALE-4.0, there are several tasks underway at ORNL that could provide the foundation

for a significant improvement to the SCALE system capabilities. One major area of effort is in

improvement of available cross-section data and resonance-processing methods. A new ENDF/B-V

library validated for criticality safety applications using SCALE-4 will be released from RSIC this

summer. Work is in progress to upgrade the AMPX system to process ENDF/B-VI data into a fine-

group energy structure that will ensure the important resonances in all the nuclides can be sufficiently



represented. An effort to eliminate many of the limitations of the NITAWL resonance processor is

also currently in progress.

Another major area of effort is in the material information processor and the KENO code.

Work is near completion on a sequence that will automatically alter a specified material concentration

to determine the concentration that yields the optimum or desired keff value for the system. This new

sequence provides the basis for an option to allow resonance processing of multiple materials or

lattice geometries within a single system analysis. Significantly improved geometry capabilities will

be provided with the KENO VI code that is in the final stages of development and testing. The

geometry package available with KENO VI should provide a relatively easy-to-use modeling capability

that includes all the geometry features of both the KENO V.a code and the generalized geometry

option within KENO IV.5

The goal of the efforts discussed in this paper is to ensure that the SCALE system continues

to provide an easy-to-use method for performing high-quality engineering analysis on a variety of

computing platforms.
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